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By Anamika Chakravarty



not only became social media influencers overnight, but

were even invited to make appearances on the Today

show, the Ellen DeGeneres Show, New York Fashion

Week. The series even brought immense publicity for the  

inanimate subject of the show- the sport of

Cheerleading itself, with a complete change in the

common public perception towards it. Similarly, one of

the coaches of the teams featured in ‘Last Chance U’

admitted the curiosity around his job has been “1000

times more” since the release of the series.

Now, the takeaway here isn’t that the next big strategy

in PR campaign planning should be to pour the entire

budget into producing a documentary or a film. Whilst

these can be effective tools in their own right- much

like the plethora of tools and mediums available to PR

practitioners, the ultimate effectiveness of this tool is

heavily dependent on so many other factors- the

objective, the target audience, the budget, and so on.

Besides, the format isn’t what drove the wild popularity

of these shows- there was hardly anything novel about

that. What matters is the narrative- the deeply human

elements that make the piece memorable. 

Microsoft’s chief storyteller, Steve Clayton, claims the

secret to creating a noticeable impact when it comes

to promoting the brand’s products and services begins

with seeking out a story-

He claims the journey one takes the audience through-

the ups and downs, the personalities of subjects, the

entertainment- be it in the form of humour, drama,

tensions and conflicts, or raw emotion- is the essence

of great storytelling. 

This is precisely what critics and viewers have claimed

drove the audience response to these shows. A

spokesperson for the International Chess Federation

claimed the Queen’s Gambit’s success lies in how it

captured the richness of the Sport- the perfect balance

of enjoyable ease and challenging complexity that fit

multiple social labels of ‘nerdy’ and ‘cool;’ and its

players- the intense competitive spirit amongst

‘interesting, creative and colorful characters.’ Cheer

and Last Chance U, both works of the same creator,

also have a similar approach to the animate and

inanimate subjects they follow- the representation of 

complex realities in multiple dimensions and the

curation of these elements to tell a story in the most

powerful way. And much like the stories these shows

tell, Steve Clayton’s stories are defined by four

elements- people, places, process, and product, and it

is the perfect amalgamation of these that, he claims,

makes stories great. 

Whilst on the surface these may seem like observations

meant to inspire filmmakers or writers, what’s important

for PR practitioners is to note what these shows

managed to achieve. They spurred conversation, and

they spurred action. And that is precisely one of the key

functions of public relations. To get people talking

about something, someone, somewhere, and so on, and

inspire some form of action- whether it's a physical,

tangible act, or the mental act of changing one’s

perception about something. And these shows teach us

about the potential powerful storytelling, whatever form

it may take, holds to help PR Professionals do just that.

It’s important to remember here that video content is

not the only way to harness the power of storytelling.

Images, written content, audio, performance art-

storytelling is versatile and can be practiced in many

different forms- what matters is the way the story is

told. 

Today, PR Practitioners have to be overly cautious

about what audiences consider blatant selling. In such

a world, stories sourced from unexpected places;

stories that are designed for greatness- hold massive

potential to set a brand apart. 

To quote Steve Clayton,
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But don’t just tell

any story. Tell a

great story.

 “Seek out the story, tell it in a

compelling nature and embrace the

journey.” 







games became more lucrative than ever. 

Here’s where Infosys set itself apart from the other

partners at the Australian Open by leveraging the

visibility afforded by the broadcasts to display its

competencies - a difficult feat for most brands

outside of the sporting world.

Data gathered for every shot in real time from the

‘Hawkeye’ technology (the tennis equivalent of the

third umpire in cricket), was overlaid with three

dimensional court vision to create animations

enabling multiple vantage point immersive shot

analysis displayed in between points, games, sets,

and matches.

The highlight reels displayed at the end of matches

were created in using machine learning to analyse

multiple factors - like shot speeds, angles, crowd

reactions, player techniques, player emotions etc.,

and pick the optimum shots depending on the

cumulative scoring based on a combination of these

objective and subjective factors.

Such an experience is bound to appeal to most

viewers, irrespective of the capacity of their

engagement with the event. For tennis and sport

enthusiasts, this appeal may lie in the detailed

nature of the statistics and advanced algorithmic

curation of highlight reels, whereas casual fans may

find appeal in the presentation - the animated

immersive analytics and overall unique viewing

experience. As an audience member, it's difficult not

to take notice of the company that is responsible for

elevating your viewing experience in such an

unexpected way. 

It’s even more impressive when you consider that this

is just a small part of the entire gamut of multi-

channel experiences offered over the course of

different tournaments to fans, coaches, players,

analysts, sponsors, and other stakeholders. Since

agreements with broadcasting partners differ, often,

the capacity in which these innovative digital

services have been integrated into the broadcast

have been limited. But whilst negotiations for

broadcaster partnerships (as Infosys has indicated it

is pursuing) continue, even simply mentioning or

describing the experiences beyond the broadcast

available to viewers- during on-court interviews,

game commentary, and so on, can certainly pique

their interests. If broadcaster agreements permit,

including glimpses of the other ways in which the

‘digital innovations’ are elevating experiences both

on and off site in coverage between games can

further heighten the visibility of the brand’s

competencies. 

Of course, the Infosys brand trademark appeared every

time the statistics and highlights featured during

broadcasts, but the audience was exposed to the brand

in a capacity beyond the simple visual trademark- they

were seeing and experiencing its products and services,

its expertise, its trustworthiness, its values- all the

tenets prescribed for a strategic PR campaign. For

Infosys, when these broadcast viewers include

strategists and decision-makers at organizations,

investors, potential recruits, and the media, such

noticeability translates into potential clients, investors,

talent, and press coverage to attract even more of

these. As Infosys VP of Global Marketing, Navin

Rammohan stated in an interview with CMO, 

“Any sport, could be a useful tool in business

development, as an engaging and relevant analogy,

and to provide vivid examples of Infosys’s

capabilities to prospective clients with a long list of

commitments and short attention spans.”
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Source: infosys.com
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Use transitional phrases to bring

attention to your key messages if you

feel like the interview is deviating.

Some transitional phrases are, “We’re

getting away from the important

issue here...”, “Let’s not forget about

the big issue here...”, “That’s an

interesting point...”, “Equally

important issue we need to talk

about here is…”

Refrain from saying “no comment”,

this will indicate that you are

ignoring the question. Explain why

you cannot respond to the question

at this time and proceed to shift

attention towards your key

messages.

If you don’t know the answer to a

question it is okay to admit it, then

move on to your message by using

transitional phrases.

Remember, nothing is off the record.

Choose your words wisely.
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AFTER THE INTERVIEW 

Send a thank-you email expressing

your gratitude or call the journalist

who conducted the interview. Ask

them if there is a requirement for any

additional information.

Let the stakeholders know about your

interview! Share it on multiple

platforms such as social media

profiles, newsletters, bring this up

during meetings. Let this situation

bestow credibility on you.

Learn from the experience, was there

anything you missed? Or anything you

could have done better? Take notes

and apply them in your next media

interview.








